Interactive Activities – I have, Who has?

Instructions

Suitable Subjects:
Primary 5 – Primary 6 General Studies (Module: Natural Resources: Water and Energy and Environment)

Objectives:
• To enhance students’ understanding of the concept of Water Footprint and their knowledge of Hong Kong’s water resources.

Guidelines:
1. The activity should better be conducted after teachers have taught the relevant modules.
2. A set of 30 cards have been designed. Teachers shall print out the cards and distribute one card for each student randomly. If there are more than 30 students in the class, teacher can print extra cards to make up the difference. The students with the same cards can answer and ask the next “who has” question together.
3. For use in a virtual teaching environment, teachers can send one card file to each student randomly before or during the class.
4. Students should not disclose the contents of their cards to each other.
5. Teachers can either pick one student randomly or ask who want to be the volunteer to start asking the first “Who has?” question.
6. Student with the correct answer should raise up his/her hand and say “I have” and then asks the next “Who has?” question.
7. Students continue this question and answer process until all the cards have been answered. The suggested duration of this activity is 20 minutes.
8. Teachers can challenge the students by setting a tighter time limit.
9. Cards are available upon request. Teachers should email jcwise@hku.hk no less than two working days prior to the lesson to obtain the cards.